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In this work, the evolution of gas-filled cracks under gas implantation and subsequent annealing is
studied on the basis of an elastic continuum approach. The observed growth limitation of He-filled
nanocracks in SiC is attributed to their stabilization by the formation of circular dislocation dipoles.
The formation and Ostwald ripening of bubble-loop complexes at elevated temperatures is modeled in
terms of gas atom exchange between such complexes coupled with local matrix atom exchange between
bubbles and loops of the same complex. The scaling laws derived for the time dependence of bubble
and loop sizes are found to be in good agreement with experimental data.
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modern material science and technology. A special class
of such systems is formed by solids implanted with gas
atoms of low solubility, particularly with inert gas atoms,
which strongly tend to precipitate into bubbles [1]. The
broad interest in this class of systems is due to their
wide application ranging from microelectronic to nuclear
materials.
Bubble formation in solids generally requires both gas
and matrix atom diffusion. In a crystalline matrix, light gas
atoms such as H and He commonly diffuse as interstitial
atoms. There are medium temperatures where such inter-
stitial gas atoms are already mobile while matrix atoms are
still immobile. A process, for which no matrix atom trans-
port is required, is the precipitation of the mobile gas atoms
between atomic layers of the matrix lattice thus forming
gas-filled Griffith cracks.
The present work on the evolution of gas-filled cracks
was motivated by the observation of penny-shaped
nm-scale He platelets in SiC formed during He implan-
tation at room temperature (RT) and subsequent thermal
annealing [2,3]. Similar, though less pronounced, features
have been observed before in some metals [4] and in Si
[5]. Recent experimental studies indicate that the forma-
tion of gas-filled nanocracks is a general phenomenon in
covalent (ceramic) materials [3,6].
For the case of He-implanted SiC, the following puz-
zling experimental observations have to be rationalized:
(1) the uniform size of the observed nanoplatelets formed
during He implantation at RT and its maintenance upon
annealing up to about 1300 K without any indication of
growth as expected for normal gas bubbles [7,8], and (2) at
higher temperatures the formation and coarsening of com-
plexes of bubbles and dislocation loops of self-interstitial
type, in which both components occupy the same, even if
growing, total volumes.
In the reports on these experimental features [2,3], some
qualitative ideas for explaining them have been presented.
(1) The growth limitation of He platelets has been at-
tributed to their trapping by circular dislocation dipoles as-
sumed to form close to their rim at some critical size, and0031-90070288(5)055505(4)$20.00to stay there at temperatures where both dislocation glide
and climb are negligible. (2) The formation and coarsening
of bubble-loop complexes at equal total volumes of the two
components has been explained by a two-component Ost-
wald ripening process in which gas atoms are exchanged
between different complexes by long range bulk diffusion
while matrix atom diffusion is restricted to the surfaces of
bubbles and to the cores of the dislocation loops, thus al-
lowing only a local transfer of matrix atoms from bubbles
to associated loops. In the present paper, we use analytical
approximations to quantify these ideas and compare our
results with the corresponding experimental results.
We first consider the postulated growth limitation of a
gas-filled crack of radius Rc caused by a circular disloca-
tion dipole of radius Rl forming at its periphery (Fig. 1).
The formation of the loop dipole driven by the gas pres-
sure inside the crack may be imagined to be the result of
a separation of two loops of opposite Burgers vectors 6b
(and opposite types, with the one of vacancy type at the
crack side and the one of self-interstitial type away from
the crack) initially coinciding at z  z0 and finally sepa-
rated by Dz  z1 2 z0. (For simplicity, we assume b to
be perpendicular to the crack plane). Since we want to
treat the problem analytically, we describe the crystal lat-
tice distorted around the crack and the loop dipole by an
elastic continuum, and write the total free energy of the
crack-loop configuration as
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FIG. 1. Geometry of a gas-filled crack associated with dislo-
cation dipole.© 2002 The American Physical Society 055505-1
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surface (g: specific surface free energy), the elastic field
(m: shear modulus, n: Poisson’s ratio, u0: crack open-
ing displacement) and the gas of the original crack without
loop dipole (“Griffith crack” [9]). The additional two terms
are the contributions from the self-energy of the undis-
turbed loop dipole and its elastic interaction with the crack.
The self-energy of the loop dipole Fl may be consid-
ered to be the energy required in the undisturbed lattice
to separate two initially coinciding dislocation loops of ra-
dius Rl and opposite Burgers vector 6b by a spacing Dz.
Using the linear elastic continuum approach, dislocation
cores must be taken into account separately. Additionally,
Fl must be considered to be periodic in the discrete lattice
with periodicity b such that Dz is a multiple of b for equi-
librium configurations. In covalent (unlike as for metallic)
crystals, the barrier between two neighboring equilibrium
configurations is that high that an increase in the loop sepa-
ration (i.e., a glide of the upper loop in Fig. 1) even by
only one Burgers vector requires high temperatures (above
about 13 of the melting temperature Tm) and/or a large
shear stress driving the loop separation. Below Tm3, even
the shear stress at the rim of the crack is able to separate
the loops by only Dz  b. Since Fl is irrelevant for the
growth of the crack and its limitation at constant Rl, we
do not specify any further details here.
On the other hand, the elastic interaction between the
crack and a once formed loop dipole is crucial for the
blocking of a further growth of the crack. A first order
approximation for Wcl in Eq. (1), in the spirit of perturba-
tion approach, is obtained by integrating the forces, exerted
by the stress field of the undisturbed crack (containing gas
under constant pressure), on the two loops. Since both the
postulated formation of the loop dipole and its blocking
action on further crack growth will most favorably occur
close to the periphery of the crack, the crack tip approxi-
mation for the stress field of the crack [10] may be used
by which Wcl can be written in the form
Wcl 
pmb
1 2 n
p
Rc u0
p
jxj  fw1 2 fw0 , (2a)
fw  w 1 e32w , (2b)
w2i  1 1 zix
2, (2c)
where x  Rc 2 Rl , and e  61 for x + 0, respectively.
In approximating the discrete lattice by an elastic contin-
uum, the effective starting position for the loop separation
z0 remains uncertain within an atomic length scale. We
expect that lattice effects can be simulated by choosing a
proper value for z0. Here, we have varied this quantity
only from 0 to b2 and tested the sensitivity of our results
with respect to this variation.
It is useful here to briefly discuss the gas-filled original
crack without loop dipole (“Griffith crack” [9]), the free
energy of which is described by the first three terms in
Eq. (1). In this case, minimization of F with respect to u0
055505-2and Rc yields the pressure pc and the displacement u0 for
a crack in equilibrium:
pc 
pm
21 2 n
u0
Rc
, (3a)
u20 
41 2 ng
pm
Rc . (3b)
For the observed cracklike He platelets in SiC with u0 
0.3 nm and Rc  4.5 nm, Eq. (3a) yields, due to the high
elastic strength of SiC (m  192 GPa and n  0.16), a
remarkably high value for the pressure of about 24 GPa
where He is expected to be solid even up to 470 K [2].
An interesting quantity in the present context is the
maximum shear stress component smaxxz , driving loop
dipole formation in the first atomic layer z0  b2,
which is given by
smaxxz  0.55
r
mg
b1 2 n
. (4)
For typical values of the material parameters g, m, n,
and b, Eq. (4) yields, independent of the crack size, val-
ues around or even above the theoretical shear strength
0.2m, indicating an intrinsic instability of gas-filled
cracks in a crystalline solid to relax by dislocation dipole
formation.
In fact, a necessary condition for the formation of a
dislocation dipole at the rim of the crack is a decrease of the
total free energy given by Eq. (1), i.e., that Wl 1 Wcl , 0
for Dz  b. Additionally, a spontaneous formation of a
dipole would require that Wl 1 Wcl , 0 over the whole
loop separation path Dz which may be expected to be the
case if the shear stress resolved along this path remains
above the theoretical shear strength.
The equilibrium conditions for a crack in the presence of
a once formed and then invariant loop dipole is obtained by
minimization of the full free energy Ftot given by Eq. (1)
with respect to u0 and Rc at constant Rl . The resulting
equilibrium pressure pcl exhibits a distinct deviation from
the Griffith pressure pc around Rc  Rl , similar in shape
to a resonance curve, as shown in Fig. 2. This feature is
due to the passing of the crack tip from an energetically
favorable region of dilatation to an unfavorable region of
compression in the strain field of the loop dipole when Rc
passes Rl .
For crack growth, the functional dependencies of the
pressure on crack size as shown in Fig. 2 have the follow-
ing significance. Growth of an undisturbed Griffith crack
by gas absorption from the environment results in a de-
crease of the pressure inside the crack and, according to
the requirement of local chemical equilibrium, in a de-
crease of the local gas concentration in its environment. In
a distribution of cracks of different sizes, the corresponding
differences in the local gas concentrations lead to growth
of larger cracks on the expense of smaller ones (Ostwald
ripening).
The situation changes qualitatively upon the formation
of a dislocation dipole by which the pressure, due to an055505-2
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crack radius without and with loop dipole (dotted and full lines)
The dipole parameters were chosen to be Dz  b and z0  0.
The radius of the loop dipole was assumed to be 18b which
corresponds to the radius of the He-platelets observed in SiC
[2,3]. The horizontal line indicates schematically the average of
the pressures in all cracks p, assumed here to be dominated
by the high pressures in small undisturbed Griffith cracks.
increase in the available volume, relaxes to a value close
to the minimum in the corresponding curve in Fig. 2. Even
a slight growth of such a crack results in a steep increase of
the pressure inside and of the local gas concentration in its
environment. The growth of the crack ceases completely
when the local gas concentration in its environment has
reached the average concentration defined by the average
pressures in all cracks (with and without loop dipoles).
In this situation, absorption and emission of gas atoms
balance each other. Under continuous gas implantation
or during annealing, small undisturbed Griffith cracks will
grow until they reach the size where they can generate a
dislocation dipole.
The necessity of a minimum crack size for dipole for-
mation cannot be understood within the above used first
order perturbation approximation where the reduction of
the pressure upon dipole formation is neglected, which is
justified only for sufficiently large cracks. In fact, the
relative volume increase of the crack upon dipole for-
mation DVV decreases with increasing crack size since
the volume gain, associated with the local dilatation due
to the dipole, scales as DV 	 b2Rl , whereas the crack
volume scales as V 	 R2cu0, yielding DVV 	 b2Rcu0
Rl  Rc. For too small cracks, on the other hand, the
pressure decreases significantly along the path of the loop
separationDz, and exhausts before the dipole is completed.
Therefore the critical size depends not only on the energet-
ics of dipole formation but also on the equation of state of
the gas. If the latter is available, the critical size can be
estimated by assuming some plausible value for the maxi-
mum allowable relative pressure relaxation (say 25%) [2].
A quantitative treatment in the framework of linear elastic
continuum approach is not only very complicated but also
doubtful.
Once formed crack-loop compounds of the shape
described above stay in their metastable configuration as
long as any form of matrix diffusion is negligible. At
elevated temperature, where diffusion along surfaces and
dislocation cores becomes significant but bulk diffusion055505-3is still negligible (in SiC at 1300 K , T , 2200 K), the
low temperature configurations transform, under partial
pressure relaxation, into energetically more favorable
complexes consisting of now three-dimensional (spheri-
cal) bubbles and dislocation loops of self-interstitial type
(the vacancy components of the dipoles are integrated into
the bubbles), which subsequently begin to coarsen. The
assumed restriction of matrix atom transport to internal
surfaces and dislocation cores only is confirmed by the
experimental observation that the total volumes of atoms
of the bubble and the loop components are equal in such
complexes [2,3]. According to this, the kinetic interaction
between the complexes can be due only to He atom
exchange between them.
Effects of kinetic restrictions on one of the components
participating in bubble coarsening and their dependence
upon the gas pressure in the bubbles have been discussed
previously [11]. Unlike this we are confronted here with a
completely new type of two-component Ostwald ripening
process where the elements of one component, He atoms,
are exchanged between the complexes by long ranging
bulk diffusion while the diffusional transport of the other
component, the matrix atoms, is restricted to the environ-
ment of each structure.
It is difficult to model the transformation from the low
to high temperature configurations, particularly to different
types of complexes with different degrees of complexity
[3], where the initially high pressure is partially relaxed.
In the following, we consider the coarsening of an existing
system of bubble-loop complexes of the form illustrated
in Fig. 3 (the simplest complex type observed [3]). The
slower, and therefore rate controlling, of the two transfer
processes is that of matrix atoms from the bubble to the
associated loop, driven by differences in the chemical po-
tential between both components. The chemical potentials
of matrix atoms at a spherical bubble and a circular dislo-
cation, respectively, are
mb  ≠Fb≠Nb  p 2 2gRby , (5a)
ml  ≠Fl≠Nb  tybRl  tykb , (5b)
where Nb is the number of matrix atoms and y their
volume, t  mb2 is the line tension of the dislocation
and, k is the local curvature to be used for a noncircular
FIG. 3. Growth of a bubble-loop complex by the absorption of
He atoms from the environment and the concurrent transfer of
matrix atoms to the dislocation loop.055505-3
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from the bubble to the dislocation loop, k is determined
by ml  mb. Matrix atoms flow from regions of large to
those of small curvature. Thus, k decreases with increas-
ing distance from the bubble for growing complexes, as
shown in Fig. 3, and visa versa for shrinking complexes.
However, in the stage of coarsening, the change in k is
that small that k  1Rl may be used. Since the length
scale over which the chemical potential changes is also Rl
(gradients 	1Rl), the flux of matrix atoms into the loop
behaves as
dNldt 	 Ddp 2 2gRb 2 tbRl Rl , (6)
where Dd is the coefficient of dislocation core diffusion.
Rb and Rl are related to each other by the requirement of
local matrix atom conservation
4pR3b3  pbR
2
l . (7)
According to Eq. (6), complex growth/shrinkage vanishes
when
p  2gRb 2 tbR

l . (8)
For given p, corresponding to a given gas atom supersatu-
ration, Eq. (8) defines the critical complex size Rb,l, below
which the surface and line tensions press the gas out of the
bubble, and above which the gas pumps up the bubble and
the associated loop. Since gas atom exchange between
complexes is much easier than matrix atom transfer from
a bubble to an associated loop, the value of p is approxi-
mately the same in all bubbles.
Since two differently growing spatial scales, Rb and Rl ,
are contained in Eq. (6), the coarsening kinetics does not
follow a unique temporal scaling law. However, at small
and large complex sizes, i.e., in an early and a late stage,
where the surface and line tension terms, respectively, are
dominant in Eq. (6), the temporal evolution of the com-
plexes can be well approximated by simple scaling laws.
Using Eqs. (7) and (8) and ignoring in Eq. (6) the surface
tension term in one and the line tension term in the other
case, we obtain approximate scaling laws of the form
Rb 	 Ddtx , (9)
with exponents x  16  0.167 and x  211  0.182
for the early and the late stage, respectively. Note that these
values differ only slightly from each other but strongly
from the value of 13 for the normal coarsening of solid
precipitates [12] and from the value of 12 for the normal
coarsening of ideal gas bubbles [7] or cracklike inclusions
[13]. We have found that the experimentally observed
more complicated bubble-loop complexes should coarsen
with similar laws as the simple complexes considered here.
Finally, we compare our results with experimental data
reported in Ref. [3]. The range of the exponent derived
here, 0.167 , x , 0.182, is in excellent agreement with
the value of 0.17 obtained from fitting the respective055505-4experimental data. According to Eq. (9), the apparent
activation energy of Rb should be xEd where Ed is the
activation energy for dislocation core diffusion. Since the
latter is expected to be around 12 of the bulk self-diffusion
energy of about 8 eV, we estimate xEd  0.7 eV, in good
agreement with the value of 0.75 eV obtained from fitting
the corresponding experimental data. We consider these
agreements as strong evidence for the validity of our
description of the coarsening of bubble-loop complexes.
In summary, we may say that we succeeded in explain-
ing and describing the peculiarities in the evolution of gas
platelets and bubbles in SiC in terms of two types of ki-
netic restrictions: (1) the blocking of platelet growth by
the formation of immobile dislocation dipoles at low tem-
peratures, and (2) the restriction of matrix atom transport
away from a bubble surface to the core of an associated
dislocation loop at elevated temperatures.
We conclude by emphasizing that modern material pro-
cessing consists of the production of solid systems far from
equilibrium and of the subsequent controlled release of
some of their kinetic restrictions. An interesting example
fitting into the present context is strain relaxation in GeSi
on Si heterostructures by gas (H or He) implantation and
subsequent annealing where the dislocation loops formed
at room temperature by cracklike cavities act at elevated
temperature as dislocation sources required for the relax-
ation process [14].
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